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How to get started?

Start Trading easily with Vault Markets

Welcome to Vault Markets. We are a rapidly emerging forex broker in Africa that is
revolutionizing the way forex trading is done across the continent. With an extensive
presence across Africa, boasting offices in Namibia, Tanzania, Swaziland, George, and
Cape Town, we have quickly established ourselves as the premier broker in Africa. We
take pride in offering cutting-edge trading solutions that enable you to execute trades
with unrivaled precision and timing, setting new standards in the financial technology
industry.

Simply follow the instructions on the sign up page to get you access to your
personal dashboard: 

STEP ONE: SIGN UP WITH VAULT MARKETS

Sign Up

https://my.vaultmarkets.trade/live_signups_ib=1&cstt_id=6805d819d20844ea80621d0d96f89963&_gl=1*10swac5*_ga*ODY5NDMwNDczLjE2NjI5ODcwMDI.*_ga_WMVM22495Q*MTY3OTQ3NzE2OC40OC4wLjE2Nzk0NzcxNjguMC4wLjA.&_ga=2.233745942.960804906.1679477168-8%2069430473.1662987002


How to sign up video support here:

STEP TWO: FINALISE YOUR FICA VERIFICATION

ID,
3-month bank details, and 
Proof of address. 

You will need to upload your 

NOTE: you are able to trade without being verified but you won’t be able
to withdraw. It’s best to complete your verification as soon as you can.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eopHHrRKOI&list=PLVBhcYWsxPhb6wjT92WbHBI1ovEHWi2_2&index=7


Forex trading, also known as foreign exchange
trading, is a decentralized global market where
currencies are traded between buyers and
sellers. The market is open 24 hours a day, five
days a week, with trading sessions opening in
different time zones around the world.

 
The forex market is the largest financial market in
the world, with an average daily turnover of over
$5 trillion, and it operates on a vast scale that
dwarfs other financial markets such as the stock
market. Forex trading involves buying one
currency with another currency in the hopes of
selling it later at a higher price. Traders speculate
on the movements in exchange rates between
different currency pairs, attempting to predict and
profit from fluctuations by analyzing market data
and using technical analysis and fundamental
analysis techniques.

STEP THREE: TAKE SOME TIME TO EDUCATE YOURSELF

What is Forex Trading?

Forex trading provides a range of benefits to traders, including high liquidity, low transaction costs, and the
ability to trade 24 hours a day, which makes it a popular market for traders around the world. The forex
market operates in a decentralized manner, meaning there is no central exchange or clearinghouse, and
transactions are conducted electronically between participants. This makes it easier for traders to enter
and exit positions quickly, without being subject to the constraints of a centralized market.

However, forex trading also carries a significant risk of loss, and traders should always have a
solid risk management strategy in place. The exchange rate between currencies is constantly changing due
to a variety of economic and political factors, including interest rates, inflation, geopolitical events, and
market sentiment. Traders must be able to analyze and interpret these factors to make informed trading
decisions, which can involve using technical indicators, chart patterns, and other tools to identify potential
trading opportunities.



What is spread?

What is leverage?What is a lot size?

What are Margins?

What is a free margin? What are the four types of traders?

Forex Terminology to get you Started

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFxANwbbI6w&list=PLVBhcYWsxPhYdI4IoRZquPX_GmZMFVov8&in+dex=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6bKrZTUKz6M&list=PLVBhcYWsxPhYdI4IoRZquPX_GmZMFVov8&in+dex=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoI0VXY2zq8&list=PLVBhcYWsxPhYdI4IoRZquPX_GmZMFVov8&in+dex=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZ_bdU6hfuA&list=PLVBhcYWsxPhYdI4IoRZquPX_GmZMFVov8&ind+ex=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQNaq9HrZnQ&list=PLVBhcYWsxPhYdI4IoRZquPX_GmZMFVov8&i+ndex=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3p4e2MQ9XzU&list=PLVBhcYWsxPhYdI4IoRZquPX_GmZMFVov8&i+ndex=6


Vault Markets provides a range of account types to cater to the diverse needs of our clients. We 
offer a diverse range of account types to cater to the different needs and preferences of our 
clients. You can choose from various account options with different benefits, features, and 
minimum deposit requirements.

The account types are designed to provide flexibility and cater to different levels of traders, from 
beginners to experienced traders. Clients can choose from accounts with no bonuses, standard 
accounts with competitive spreads and high leverage, and specialized accounts with exclusive 
benefits such as tighter spreads, priority execution, and access to personalized trading 
resources.

STEP FOUR: UNDERSTAND VAULT MARKETS UNIQUE
ACCOUNT TYPE OPTIONS

Account Name

Minimum Deposit

Leverage

Spreads

Instruments

Platforms

Bonus

Withdrawals

Account type 100% Bonus
Account

200% Bonus
Account

No Bonus
Account

VAULT 100

$5

1 : 500

From 1 pip

Forex
,metals and
indices

MT4

100 %

Instant

VAULT 200

$5

From 1 pip

MT4

Included

Instant

VAULT NO
BONUS

$5

1 : 500

From 1 pip

MT4

Instant

MICRO
BONUS 100%

R50

Instant

Forex ,
metals and
indices

Forex ,
metals and
indices

Indices,
currencies,
energies,
and metals 

100% Micro
Bonus Account

200% Micro
Bonus Account

MICRO
BONUS 200%

R50

 500  500

From 1 pip From 1 pip

Indices,
currencies,
energies,
and metals 

Instant



Account Name

Minimum Deposit

Leverage

Spreads

Instruments

Platforms

Bonus

Withdrawals

Account type 
Islamic /

Swap Free
Account

Zero Spread
Account

1:1000
Leverage
Account

Vault Micro
Account

VAULT SWAP
FREE

$100

1 : 500

From 1 pip

MT4

Instant

VAULT ZERO

$100

From 0 pip

MT4

Instant

VAULT 1000

$100

1 : 1000

From 1 pip

MT4

Instant

VAULT MICRO

R10

Instant

1 : 500

Forex ,
metals and
indices

Indices Forex ,
metals and
indices

Forex ,
metals and
indices



A no bonus account is a type of trading account that we offer that does not provide you with any 
bonus funds. Instead, you receive only the amount of money that you have deposited into the 
account, with no additional bonus funds or trading credits.

The purpose of a no bonus account is to provide you with more flexibility and control over your 
trading, as they are not subject to any terms and conditions related to bonus funds or trading 
credits.

While no bonus accounts may be less lucrative in terms of initial account funding, they may be 
more appealing to traders who prioritize transparency and flexibility in their trading.

*No Bonus Account

An Islamic or Swap-Free Account is a type of trading account that we offer that is compliant with 
Islamic Shariah law. According to Shariah law, earning or paying interest (known as "Riba" in 
Arabic) is prohibited. This means that standard forex trading accounts that charge or pay 
overnight interest on positions held open past 24 hours may not be suitable for Muslim traders 
who wish to follow Islamic principles.

A swap-free account offers an alternative solution for Muslim traders by eliminating the
overnight interest fees. Instead of charging or paying interest, the broker may charge a fixed 
administration fee, which is agreed upon in advance and does not change based on the length 
of time a position is held open. This administration fee is considered a service charge and is 
acceptable under Shariah law.

*Islamic / Swap Free Account

Our 100% bonus account is a type of trading account that we offer to our clients that provides 
you with a bonus equal to 100% of the initial deposit made into your Vault Markets account. 
For example, if you deposit $1,000 into a 100% bonus account, we will provide an additional 
$1,000 as a bonus, making the total account balance $2,000 allowing you to trade with more 
funds.

We offer our clients a 200% bonus account, a type of trading account that provides a bonus 
equal to 200% of your initial deposit into your Vault Markets account.
For instance, if you deposit $1,000 into a 200% bonus account, we will add an extra $2,000 as a 
bonus, making your total account balance $3,000. This bonus provides traders with additional 
trading capital that they can use to open larger positions or trade more frequently.

Account Types Explained

*100% Bonus Account

*200% Bonus Account



A micro account that we offer that allows traders to trade with a smaller account balance than 
standard.

Micro accounts are popular among beginner traders who are just starting in forex trading and 
wish to learn how to trade with real money without risking a large amount of capital. They are 
also useful for traders who wish to test their trading strategies in a live trading environment with
minimal financial risk.

We offer our clients the option to open a 1:1000 leverage account that allows you to control a 
larger position size than your account balance would normally allow. Leverage refers to the ratio 
between your own funds and the funds that the Vault Markets lends to the trader to open 
positions. In a 1:1000 leverage account, for every $1 of your own funds, Vault Markets lends 
$1000, allowing you to control a position size that is 1000 times larger than your account 
balance.

For example, if a trader has $1000 in a 1:1000 leverage account, they can open a position worth 
$1,000,000. This can be beneficial for traders who wish to increase their potential profits, as the 
larger position size means that each pip movement in their favor will result in a larger profit. 
However, it is important to note that leverage also increases the potential risk of loss, as each
pip movement against the trader will also result in a larger loss.

*Vault Micro Account

*1:1000 Leverage Account

*100% Micro Bonus Account 

A 100% micro bonus account is a type of trading account that offers you the opportunity to
trade with a bonus equal to your deposit. Micro bonus accounts are designed to encourage you
to start trading with a smaller amount of money and to help you gain experience in the market
without risking too much of their own funds. 

*200% Micro Bonus Account 

A 200% micro bonus account is a type of trading account that offers traders a bonus that is
twice the amount of their deposit. This type of account can be particularly attractive to traders
who want to start trading with a small amount of money but still have enough funds to make
meaningful trades.

A Zero Spread Account is a type of forex trading account that eliminates the spread, which is
the difference between the bid price and the ask price of a currency pair.

Zero spread accounts are popular among traders who value precision and speed in their
trading. Since this is the lowest spread account that we offer, you can enter and exit positions at 
the exact prices you see on the trading platform, without having to worry about slippage or 
hidden costs. This can be particularly advantageous for traders who trade frequently.

*Zero Spread Account



STEP FIVE: FUND YOUR ACCOUNT

STEP SIX: DOWNLOAD THE VAULT MARKETS APP

Trade on the go, no-matter where you are with the innovative Vault Markets app.

Choose from a wide variety of payment partners to select your preferred platform,namely:

Download Now Download Now

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=io.ionic.vaultMarkets
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/vault-markets/id1579685678


Find Inspiration on the Trading Vault podcast where we interview leaders in the
Industry:

Remember, you have a team behind you all the way, contact us on any of
the channels below to access our world-class support.

Now that you have access to your dashboard, have an idea about Forex in general and
are verified, you can start trading!

We suggest starting with our Micro Account, while you improve your confidence and
skill level.

STEP SEVEN: START TRADING

FOR OUR SOUTH AFRICAN
CLIENTS

FOR OUR TANZANIAN
CLIENTS

FOR OUR NAMIBIAN
CLIENTS

Listen Now

Physical address
Vault Markets
9th Floor, SKYCITY MALL,
 University Road Dar es
Salaam, 
Dar es Salam, 
Tanzania

Email address
Support:
help@vaultmarkets.trade

 Contact number
+255 742 297 685

Physical address
Vault Markets
Unit 3b, South Port, 
Hosea Kutako Drive,
Windhoek, 
Namibia

Email address
Support:
help@vaultmarkets.trade

Contact number
+26 481 368 2400

Registered address
Vault Markets
177 9th Avenue Highlands 
North Johannesburg, 
Highlands North, 
Gauteng, 2092

Physical address
Vault Markets
2nd floor, Nelson Mandela
Square, Maude Street,
Sandton

Email address
Support: 
help@vaultmarkets.trade

Contact number
+27 10 449 6045

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLVBhcYWsxPhbmOYu-XgjBEHgm1ez-p4Jy
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLVBhcYWsxPhbmOYu-XgjBEHgm1ez-p4Jy


The world is your oyster, happy Trading and welcome to the fam!

Disclaimer

Trading Foreign Exchange (Forex) using Contracts for Differences (CFDs) is highly speculative,
carries a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all investors. You may sustain a loss of
some or all of your invested capital, therefore, you should not speculate with capital that you
cannot afford to lose. You should be aware of all the risks associated with trading on margin
before using any of the services.

Follow us on social media to stay
connected:

https://www.instagram.com/vaultmarkets/
https://www.facebook.com/vaultmarkets.trade
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vault-markets-5bb496241
https://twitter.com/vault_markets

